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In this important study of the meaning of the Grail, one of Europe's greatest esoteric
philosophers discloses the pre-Christian and initiatic sources of this symbolic motif that is so
central to Western mythology and culture. He demonstrates how the main features of the legend
are from an older tradition analogous to the great heroic sagas and cycles of the North, and that
the Grail itself is a symbol of initiation. Evola uncovers the hidden meaning in the often surreal
adventures of the knights who searched for the Grail, interpreting them as inner experiences and
tests for the seeker. He also explores the history of the myth in the Middle Ages, its use by the
Knights Templar and the Cathars, its legacy during the decline of the Holy Roman Empire, and
its links with Rosicrucianism, alchemy, and Masonry.This excursion into the realm of the Grail
throws new light on an endlessly fascinating subject.





Matthew Johnson, “New to Traditionalism? Start Here!. It goes without saying that the Legend of
the Grail has heavily influenced popular media and literature; but what does it mean? What
symbols informed this myth?Julius Evola, drawing from a number of sources, gives us the
answer without mincing words. The Grail is an initiatory myth that describes the cycle of empire,
its fall and subsequent restoration by brave and worthy heroes who face trials to prove their
worthiness on the quest toward initiation and kingship.If any work captures the essence of the
Traditional method, it's this one. Each symbol is analyzed and explained to the reader in a way
easily understood. There is no obscurity, just clear elucidation, an excellent way to get into
Evola's writings whilst familiarizing one's self with his essentially heroic view of
transcendence.He takes us through the origins of the legend in Celtic myth, through the
etymology of places described in the various versions of the legend and its distant connection to
Hyperborea and the polar myth, placing the Grail legend into its proper historical-spiritual
context.We learn the significance of the challenges the knights face on their quest for the grail;
these are akin to the "temptations" we might experience as part of ordinary living, of a failure of
the will to overcome the titanic and telluric impulse. One who gives in to desire is ultimately
unworthy of attaining initiation and kingship.Furthermore, Evola explains the occult meaning of
various symbols employed throughout the course of the myth, such as the wounded king/fisher
king who represents the degraded empire in the final age, or the island that represents the
primordial home of man in the unmoving polar center of the world. We learn the importance of
the Grail itself as a symbol of the divine feminine -- of power and wisdom to complement the
activity and corporeity of the divine masculine. When the knight unites with the grail -- the male
with the female -- they attain perfection and enlightenment, such as that experienced by Percival
after touching the Grail.All of this and more is elucidated with Evola's erudite style, sparing no
detail from the inner point of view.  Start your foray into traditionalism here.”

Cosmic Bliss Monkey, “Voyage of the Grail. A fantastic introduction to the works of Julius Evola
and Grail studies in general. In a review of Otto Rahn's "Crusade Against the Grail," while
praising the book, I made the statement that it is not the "standard in Grail studies," and it is not.
This book is. From whatever point of view you are approaching this magnificent subject, Evola's
"Mystery of the Grail," is one of the benchmarks (save the source materials themselves."
Intersting however, is that many of Otto Rhan's theories are presented represented here in
serious fashion, most noticeable is Rahn's tracing Grail origins to the Celtic Tuatha, an ancient
humanoid race from the stars, thus hinting that the Grail is of ext a-human origin.Grail legends
take on different flavors depending on the age from which they spring, but for the novice student
who comes expecting merely the cup of Christ's blood from Joseph of Arimathea (a medieval
rendition) or the chalice from which Christ drank at the Last Supper, you will be pleasantly
surprised.Evola was a mystic and an esotericist, and this is the slant from which he writes. Mere



facts and legends are of no interest to him save their elevation of man from his the sleep of
forgetting to near Olympic heights, and this is what the Grail has long represented for occultists
and seekers. As you read, you will come to know which of the many versions of the story the
author supports and his own veiled conclusions as to what the Grail actually is. It is all covered
here, from the ancient Tuatha of the north, the fall of the Morning Star, the Fisher King and even
the King of the World, everything needed to embark upon your own exciting Grail voyage is
established.”

Had, “Get this as the first Evola book. This is a good book, I'd recommend it. If you're thinking of
buying this and got here from Slavros' how to read Evola, I'd get this before Hermetic Tradition or
read them in tandem. There are some parts of HT that really helped me here in Grail, mainly that
of the titanic fall and the Tree/Woman which has it's own symbolism in this tradition. Still a very
good book by itself, and I feel confident going further into Evolas metaphysical works.”

Kingfisher, “A book to challenge convention.. While not a quarter of the way through this book, I
already had the author pegged as a sophist of the worst kind, milking the infinite scope of a
popular subject to add nothing useful. Rather than waste my financial investment, however, I
persevered with it and discovered that I could not have been more wrong in my snap
judgement.I have a distinctive perspective on the matter of the Grail. And my mistake was in
assuming that The Mystery of the Grail might be an easy window onto new insights of a familiar
or conventional kind. From that point of view, I was bound to experience some disappointment.
New insights there surely are, in abundance; but they often seem to be swamped by the
(surprisingly coherent) personal, 'political' outlook of the author. Once I had come to terms with
this fact, I found that the book can be enjoyed on a number of levels, including the one I had
hoped for. And though Julius Evola did not live to see the last quarter of the 20th Century, I have
found some of his insightful opinions are even more pertinent to the 21st Century, which he had
summed-up to a tee. So, one day I shall try to get around to reading his Revolt Against The
Modern World.Very few readers will agree with everything that Julius Evola has to say in this
book. But I would not expect any thinking person to come away unchanged by the experience.
For those who have a conventional interest in the Grail, there is plenty here for you.”

The book by Julius Evola has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 70 people have provided feedback.
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